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ABSTRACT
Replacement Rates of Initially Hydrocarbon-Filled
Microscopic Cavities with Water
Hans Christian Larson
Department of Chemical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Wetting behaviors influence many aspects of life and industry from consumer product
goods to oil recovery to cosmetics. While the traditional solid-liquid-vapor (SLV) system has
been studied for many years now, wetting transitions in the solid-liquid-liquid (SLL) system has
remained relatively unexplored. The purpose of this work is to bring light to the wetting
transition of the solid-liquid-liquid system and to understand the replacement rates of initially
hydrocarbon-filled microscopic cavities with water and the factors affecting these rates. Factors
studied were viscosity, density, diffusion related properties, and surface related properties in both
hydrocarbon-saturated and hydrocarbon-non-saturated conditions. Cylindrical microscopic
cavities were etched in a silicon wafer, filled with various organic solvents dyed with
fluorophores, then submerged in water. Through fluorescence microscopy techniques, the
transition or replacement rates of the initially hydrocarbon-filled cavities with water in both
hydrocarbon-saturated and hydrocarbon-absent water conditions are observed. Among the
factors we investigated, namely viscosity, density, surface chemistry, and diffusive flux
(composed of solubility and diffusivity), diffuse flux dominated replacement rates in
hydrocarbon-absent water conditions. By using hydrocarbon-saturated water, diffusive flux was
minimized, allowing for deeper investigation of other factors. In the hydrocarbon-saturated
scenario, replacement rates are largely affected by initial fluid motion, specific cavity geometry,
and cavity penetration mechanisms. Image analysis reveals the geometry of the oils in the
cavities and shows how the transition from hydrocarbon-fully-filled to hydrocarbon-partiallyfilled states occurs in the SLL system.

Keywords: wetting transition, cavity replacement, contact angle, surface tension, interfacial
tension, surface behavior
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1

INTRODUCTION

Principles of Wetting Behavior
Surface wetting behaviors, or the way liquids interact with solids at an interface, influence
the survival of numerous plants and animals, including water-repellency of duck feathers and a
water strider’s ability to walk on water. Wetting behavior affects humans in applications as
diverse as skin care and cosmetics to oil exploration, and increased research can promote
positive innovations in these fields. The purpose of this thesis is to continue expanding
understanding in the field of wetting behavior. The first portion of the thesis discusses the
physical theory behind surface wetting behavior. The latter sections describe research efforts to
determine the replacement rate of initially hydrocarbon-filled microscopic cavities with water,
with the goal of better understanding wetting transition dynamics.
Liquids interact at solid interfaces in many ways. For example, water droplets spread when
placed on a flat, clean glass surface and on many natural rocks. In contrast, water beads up when
it contacts Teflon surfaces. Young described this phenomenon in 1805 using an energy balance
[1] while Gibbs refined the concept using surface energies [2]. Liquids spread on surfaces to
minimize free energy, which minimization results in a truncated spherical droplet (or complete
spreading into a thin layer) on the surface where gravitational effects are negligible, whose
geometry is based on the surface energies of the solid, liquid, and gas interfaces. Contact angle
defines the sphere’s geometry and is the angle between the solid-liquid interface and the liquid-
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gas interface at the three-phase line on the flat surface. Contact angle can also be extended to
solid-liquid-liquid interfaces or any immiscible three-phase system. The equation
(1-1)

𝛾𝛾12 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜙𝜙0 = 𝛾𝛾2𝑆𝑆 − 𝛾𝛾1𝑆𝑆

describes this relationship, where 𝛾𝛾2𝑆𝑆 is the surface tension of solid-vapor, 𝛾𝛾1𝑆𝑆 is the surface

tension of solid-liquid, 𝛾𝛾12 is the surface tension of liquid-vapor, and 𝜙𝜙0 is the contact angle for a
perfectly flat surface, otherwise known as the intrinsic contact angle. A pictorial description of
the contact angle in relation to surface tensions can be seen in Figure 1-1. Young’s work on
wetting behavior, although limited in scope, laid the foundation for continued research and study
of this phenomenon [1].

Figure 1-1: Pictorial representation of intrinsic contact angle ϕ0 of phase 1 on a flat solid
surrounded by phase 2 with associated tensions represented by red arrows.
Wenzel, having interest in the textile industry, observed that Young’s discovery was only
true for flat surfaces. He noticed that the roughness of a surface affects wetting behavior and that
wetting behavior depends on surface features (roughness) in addition to chemical properties.
Wenzel expounded Young’s discovery by developing a new equation that relates apparent
contact angle to surface roughness and flat surface contact angle. The Wenzel Equation [3]
(1-2)

cos 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 = 𝑟𝑟 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃0
2

describes how the contact angle of a liquid on a textured surface 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 compares to that of a flat

surface 𝜃𝜃0 using a roughness parameter r. The parameter r is a ratio between the actual liquid-

solid interfacial contact area and the liquid droplet projected surface area. Wenzel expanded the
work of Young, and researchers Cassie and Baxter continued to expand the science with yet
another iteration of the wetting equation.
Cassie and Baxter, having interest in textile water proofing, also sought to describe
wetting behavior for surfaces with regular cavities rather than random roughness. They describe
cavities as repeating gaps (space between the fibers) and hills (the cylindrical fibers themselves).
A wire mesh experimentally modeled the physical structure of cloth fiber cavities. Like Wenzel,
they developed a relationship between the apparent contact angle on the porous surface and the
flat surface contact angle. The Cassie-Baxter Equation [4]
(1-3)

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 = 𝜙𝜙1𝑆𝑆 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃0 − 𝜙𝜙12

describes this relationship, where 𝜙𝜙1𝑆𝑆 is the ratio between the liquid-solid interfacial area in the

cavity and the drop’s projected area and 𝜙𝜙12 is the ratio between the liquid-gas interfacial area in

the cavity and the drop’s projected area. Since the apparent contact angle defines hydrophobicity,
Cassie and Baxter showed that duck feathers are particularly hydrophobic due to their physical
structure, and not simply oleophilic chemistry. Ducks preen their feathers to preserve the proper
structure and retain hydrophobic properties [4].
There have been modern efforts to converge all the previously mentioned equations of
Young, Wenzel, Cassie and Baxter into a more general equation applicable for predicting the
wetting state of liquid on a surface of an arbitrary geometry. The wetting equation [5]
𝑂𝑂
𝑂𝑂 )
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃0 ( 𝜙𝜙1𝑆𝑆 − 𝜙𝜙1𝑆𝑆
− ( 𝜙𝜙12 − 𝜙𝜙12
)
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(1-4)

derived by Kaufman et al., relates the apparent contact angle to the intrinsic contact angle using
ratios of interfacial areas between phases both inside and outside the droplet, which can be
applied to any wetting situation of known geometry. In the above equation, 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡 is the apparent
contact angle on the textured surface and 𝜃𝜃0 is the intrinsic contact angle. 𝜙𝜙 values denote the
𝑂𝑂
𝑂𝑂
𝑂𝑂
ratios of surface areas, where 𝜙𝜙1𝑆𝑆 = 𝐴𝐴1𝑆𝑆 / 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 , 𝜙𝜙1𝑆𝑆
= 𝐴𝐴1𝑆𝑆
/ 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 , 𝜙𝜙12 = 𝐴𝐴12 / 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 , and 𝜙𝜙12

𝑂𝑂
= 𝐴𝐴12
/ 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 . The superscript O denotes that it is outside the drop, subscript 12 denotes the phase 1

and 2 interface, subscript 1S denotes the phase 1 and solid interface, and subscript p denotes the
projected area of the repeating textured units. Figure 1-2 shows a physical depiction of these
values for the partially-filled, partially-filled wetting scenario, where both the cavities
underneath and outside the liquid are partially filled [5].

Figure 1-2: Image of phase 1 droplet resting on a solid where cavities under the droplet are filled
with phase 2 and cavities outside the droplet are filled with phase 1. Visual definitions for
relevant surface areas are noted. Image adapted from Kaufman et al [5].

Wetting Manipulation via Chemical and Physical Alteration
As discussed above, surface geometry and chemistry can alter wettability (contact angle).
Chemical composition alters surface energy or polarity, which affects the
4

hydrophobicity/oleophobicity of that material. In a laboratory setting, hydrophobicity can be
increased by adding thin layers of low surface energy material (sometimes fluorinated) onto flat
wafers [6]. Grate et al. have explored depositing other chemicals on silica wafers as well, which
show a degree of simultaneous hydrophobicity and oleophobicity [7]. Hydrophobic surfaces
found in nature may be both wax coated and rough-textured [8].
Although surface chemistry improves hydrophobicity and oleophobicity, physical
geometry of the surfaces, commonly manipulated through lithography, etching, and growth
techniques, also affects the hydrophobicity and oleophobicity of the surface [6, 9]. The
lithography, etching, or growth techniques create many unique geometries which commonly
include positive structures which look like beams jutting upwards from the surface, negative
structures like cavities pitting below the surface, or even multi-level crystalline or crystalline-like
structures [10]. They naturally range in shape, pitch, and feature size [11-13], since there are
unlimited possible configurations. The surface chemistry, geometry of surfaces, and even the
water (liquid) droplet size along with the apparent contact angle alters the state of the water
droplet (Cassie-Baxter or Wenzel variations) [14]. Superhydrophobic or superoleophobic states
are also achievable through surface and chemistry modification, meaning that contact angles
greater than 150° can be achieved [15-17]. Regardless of shape, the wetting equation and models
provided by Kaufman et al. attempt to describe the apparent (or textured surface) contact angle
and whether the wetting state will be unstable, metastable, or thermodynamically stable. Two
experimental demonstrations validated the wetting state stability, and partially validated contact
angle predictions, the discrepancy between model and experiment in contact angles being
attributed to hysteresis during the dynamic evolution of the wetting state.

5

Dynamic Transition of Wetting States
The Cassie-Baxter state occurs when there are pockets of a different phase occupying the
cavities or reliefs beneath the liquid droplet, also referred to as a partially-filled state. The
Cassie-Baxter state stabilizes with favorable Laplace pressure (pressure difference between the
inside and outside of the droplet) and gas (or liquid) diffusion between the gas-liquid interface,
remaining in a Cassie-Baxter state or collapsing to a Wenzel (fully-water-filled) state after some
time. Whether the droplet remains in a stable Cassie-Baxter state largely depends on structure
geometry, droplet size, intrinsic contact angle, and diffusion-related material properties [14, 1820]. If referring to a small droplet on positive surfaces, there has been a focus on droplet size
being a predominate factor in stability [11, 13]. For negatively pored surfaces (cavities) with
larger droplet sizes, factors such as pressure, purity, and diffusion cause a Cassie-Baxter state to
collapse to a Wenzel state [12, 21]

1.3.1

Dynamic Filling Rates of Initially Air-filled Cavities
There have been several studies investigating dynamic replacement rates of microcavities

(negative cavities), but information is sparse [21, 22]. Lv et al. conducted experiments on
initially air-filled, water-submerged hydrophobic cavities, which demonstrated how quickly the
water moved from a meta-stable Cassie-Baxter state to a fully-wetted Wenzel state, and they
characterized each step of the process [12]. Their experiment used confocal microscopy with
dyed water to image the meniscus of water within the cavities at multiple times. When the
meniscus reached the bottom, the cavity became fully-wetted, reaching a Wenzel state. The data
corroborated well with theory and described how quickly the meniscus dropped and reached a
wetted Wenzel state. The theory used derivations of the Laplace equation, ideal gas law, and
diffusion transport to form two rate equations; one of the equations describes the change in
6

meniscus height with time while the other describes the change in contact angle with time. These
details provide a diffusion and pressure mediated description of dynamic fill rates of initially airfilled cavities.
Previous work of Seo et al. took a slightly different approach to cavity filling [23]. They
took a broad look at the average time needed to fill a certain quantity of cavities (around 5000)
dependent on intrinsic contact angle and other factors like vapor pressure and surface tension.
Assuming a condensate growth regime with vapor pressure being the dominating driver, they use
a first order adsorption kinetic model to describe the filling rates of air-filled cavities according
to the equation
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(1-5)

= 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (1 − 𝜃𝜃) − 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝜃𝜃

where 𝜃𝜃 is the fraction of filled cavities (fully wetted), 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is the adsorption rate constant, and

𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the desorption rate constant. Assuming 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ≫ 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 due to lack of cavity emptying and
integrating the original equation,
𝑡𝑡

𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) = �1 − 𝐶𝐶 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �− 𝜏𝜏��,

𝜏𝜏 = 𝑘𝑘

1

(1-6)

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

is reached, where 𝐶𝐶 is equal to the fraction of unfilled cavities at the beginning of the

experiment. Fitting the equation to a set of data points for 𝜃𝜃 and t reveals the 𝜏𝜏 value, and the
model appears to fit the data well as presented in the work of Seo et al. [23].

Borrowing from the experiences of those discussed in this review, I explored the
replacement rates of initially hydrocarbon-filled cavities with water, which has not been
thoroughly explored previously. The results from my work should promote the areas of skincare,
hydrocarbon recovery, surface cleaning, and expanding basic science.

7

1.3.2

Dynamic Replacement Rates of Initially Liquid-filled Cavities
So far, there has been a relative dearth of research pertaining to replacement rates of

initially liquid-filled microcavities with another liquid, a phenomenon illustrated by Figure 1-3.
For this purpose, I studied the replacement rates of initially hydrocarbon-filled cavities with
water. This research is important because it provides greater scientific understanding for
applications like surface cleaning of hydrocarbon-wet microscopic cavities that can be anything
from a wooden tabletop to oily skin to improved oil recovery from porous surfaces.
Traditionally, surfactants are used to remove oil and work well because they adsorb on the waterhydrocarbon interface [24], decreasing interfacial tension between the two substances, but this
research emphasizes the replacement phenomenon in the absence of surfactant to address
fundamental factors. Understanding the factors that affect replacement rates can help the
engineers who design the cleaning products or oil recovery processes maximize their results by
focusing on the most important factors during development.

Figure 1-3: Cavity replacement illustrative description. Phase 1 is denser and more surfacewetting relative to Phase 2.
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In the case of water replacing air, the driving forces behind the removal of air are gas
diffusion of air into water, local surface energies, or condensation-mediated displacement. Gas
diffusion causes the pressure inside the cavities to decrease as gas dissolves from the cavities
into the water and the air pressure withholding the collapse of the meniscus at water-air interface
decreases. The diffusion of water into air causes condensation to occur within the air bubble,
leading to a bridging of the condensate to bulk water, eventually displacing the air inside the
cavities. Surface tension and contact angles lead to a force of water on the air, driving it into the
cavity. Depending on the liquid/gas system and cavity geometry, it is also theoretically possible
to achieve a metastable state in which the liquid retreats rather than progressing further into the
cavity, and in which any existing liquid condensate evaporates from the air, eventually leading to
a thermodynamically stable state where the air remains in the cavity [5].
The water/hydrocarbon system has similar elements as the water/air system, but
condensation will not be a means by which hydrocarbon displacement may occur. The
hydrocarbon may diffuse out of the cavity through the water, but saturating the water
environment with hydrocarbon can minimize diffusion flux of hydrocarbon into the water.
Primary forces responsible for displacement in the water/hydrocarbon system are hypothesized
to be governed by surface tension, environmental influences, or buoyancy, all which may be
affected by temperature, pressure, flow, chemical, and vibrational conditions. My work will
expand this area of science and better quantify dynamic wetting rates of water displacing
hydrocarbon in microscopic cavities.

9

Objective
The objective of this work is to determine the rate of replacing initially hydrocarbon-filled
microcavities with water and to understand the factors which affect this rate. Specific factors
focused on in this study are viscosity, density, binary diffusion coefficient, surface/interfacial
tensions, solubility, and contact angle. Along with determining the rate, the progression
mechanism will also be investigated. Theoretical models will be researched and developed to
qualify the data, describe results, and provide a means for describing the behavior for different
substances. An increased understanding of wetting behavior in liquid-liquid-solid systems can
help drive improvements in the fields involving such systems.

10

2

METHODS

Substrate Fabrication
A smooth 100 mm diameter single-sided polished <100> silicon wafer (University Wafers)
is first cleaned using isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and acetone, then dried in a 150 °C oven (UltraClean 100 (3497M-3)) for 10 minutes. After that, a positive photoresist coating (AZ3330 or
AZ3312) is spun on with a Laurell spinner and soft-baked at 90 °C for one minute. Using a mask
provided by the Interfacial Science Lab at University of California, Santa Barbara, the
photoresist is exposed in a MA 150 Karl Suss mask aligner. The substrate is hard-baked at 90 °C
for one minute, developed in AZ300MIF for around 40 seconds, and then dried using nitrogen
gas. A brief analysis with the optical microscope ensures that the photoresist layer is of proper
dimensions and sufficient quality to move to the etch phase of the process. The substrate is
anisotropically plasma-etched using the Bosch process with SF6 and C4F8 gases using a Surface
Technology Systems inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etch. 15-20 etch-passivation cycles
with 8 second etch and 5 second passivation steps are necessary to get the desired depth of about
10 µm. After etching, the photoresist is lifted off using a reactive solution called Nanostrip, then
rinsed in deonized (DI) water and dried with nitrogen gas. At this point, the substrate fabrication
is complete and can be characterized using optical, electron scanning, or probe metrology
techniques. Dividing the substrate is accomplished using a diamond scribe and cleaving the
wafer along its crystal lattice.
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Substrate Characterization
Preliminary characterization is performed after etching using a Zeta 20 optical profilometer
from Zeta Instruments to determine whether the etch cycle needs to be modified and that the
substrate is the correct dimensions. The Zeta profilometer works as an optical microscope which
takes digital photographs along different focal planes between the top and bottom of the desired
three-dimensional geometry, then reconfigures the images into a three-dimensional rendering.
This method provides a generally detailed look at substrate geometry up 150x and optical
resolution of 0.37 µm. Since it is operated by LED white light, depending on substrate geometry
and depth, the light can be scattered or dimmed, causing some distortion in the true detail of the
final image. Despite lack of very high magnification, this method provides a good first look at
whether desired dimensions are achieved.
Planned etch dimensions are 60 µm diameter cylindrical cavities arranged in hexagonal
packing with a 62 µm pitch and approximate depth of 10 µm as shown in Figure 2-1. The size of
the cylinder-containing sample on the surface of a wafer is about a 1-cm by 0.8-cm rectangle. If
the Zeta profilometer shows that the substrate has desired dimensions and few defects, it is more
closely analyzed using the scanning electron microscope (SEM).
SEM images were acquired with an FEI Helios NanoLab 600 DualBeam FIB/SEM. SEMs
operate by using an electron gun mounted on top of a vacuum-sealed chamber where the
specimen is to be placed [25]. The gun emits electrons down toward the sample, and the electron
beam is manipulated using a series of electromagnetic manipulators that act as a condenser lens
and another electromagnetic manipulator acting as an objective lens to focus the electron beam
on the sample. Because of being bombarded with electrons, secondary electrons are scattered and
deflected off the surface of the substrate. Deeper in the substrate, there are other backscattered
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electrons that come off the surface. It is these secondary and backscattered electrons that are
detected, multiplied, then analyzed to form an SEM image.

60 µm diameter

10 µm
height

62 µm pitch

Figure 2-1: Dimensions of the cavity-embedded silicon substrate.

Magnification, focus, voltage, current, x and y stigmators, and sample preparation are all
operator-controlled factors in the SEM. Voltage controls the speed at which the electrons strike
the sample and affects image contrast [26]. Current controls the quantity of electrons emitting
from the electron gun and affects the brightness of the image, and stigmators correct astigmatism
(elongation effect along either x or y axes) [27]. A technique called sputtering is used during
sample preparation for non-conductive samples to reduce charging and improve image quality
[28]. Proper preparation and operating techniques, including magnification appropriate feature
characterization and clear focusing culminate in quality SEM images. Several SEM images of
correct-dimension minimal-defect samples are shown in Figure 2-2. Samples which depict
appropriate quality and dimensionality (at least 95% intact and approximately correct
dimensionality) are used for experiments.
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Figure 2-2: SEM images of the silicon samples from top-down at 650x (left) and from a 15degree tilt at 3000x (right).

Microscopy Techniques
Fluorescence microscopy is a microscopy technique used to visualize key areas of interest
in a specimen by illuminating fluorophores, or fluorescent molecular dyes. Experiments in this
work use fluorescence microscopy to clearly distinguish between hydrocarbon and water phases
and show how the hydrocarbon occupies the cavities.
Before fluorescence imaging takes place, the researcher must selectively dye a certain
component of the specimen with a fluorophore. In our experiments, this is accomplished by
mixing the hydrocarbon-soluble, water-insoluble fluorophore Nile Red into the desired
hydrocarbon liquids. The fluorophore is chemically structured such that it will absorb light at a
certain wavelength that causes electrons to move into an excited state. Due to energy dissipation,
the electrons will move to a lower energy state (still higher than ground, but lower than the initial
excited state), and when they finally move back to the ground state, the fluorophore emits lower
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energy light [29]. Although polarity does affect the wavelengths in which a fluorophore may
absorb or emit light, Nile Red absorbs light between 484 nm and 591 nm and emits between 529
nm and 657 nm [30].
Since the fluorophore absorbs and emits at different wavelengths, incoming light needs to
be filtered to minimize interaction or reflection from other wavelengths. The total light emitting
from the fluorophore particles and reflecting from the excitation light subsequently needs to be
filtered as well to ensure the light that is being seen is exclusively from the fluorophore at the
desired wavelength.
The setup for our experiment includes a tungsten-halogen white light source, an excitation
filter peaking at 620nm with a bandwidth of 60nm and an emission filter at 540nm with a 50nm
bandwidth, both filters from Edmonds Optics. The light source transmits through the excitation
filter onto the sample area of interest, exciting the fluorescent dye. The different wavelength light
coming from the fluorescent molecules and towards the magnifying lenses (in a monoscope
configuration) is then filtered before entering the magnification tube, thereby allowing light
nearly exclusively from the fluorescent dye to pass through the monoscope. The image is
magnified, collected on a CMOS camera, then transmitted to an imaging software for image
quality adjustments and 2-dimensional image capture.
The disadvantage of a simple fluorescent microscope is the inability to pierce into the
depth of the sample without introducing blur or decreasing image quality [31]. The confocal
microscope allows for 2-dimensional fluorescent image capture at many different focal planes
within the specimen, ultimately allowing for 3-dimensional recreation of the specimen. The
differentiating feature of a confocal microscope is the pinhole aperture, which allows for point
focus, eliminating noise from out-of-focus areas. The confocal microscope, using sets of mirrors,
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rasters this focal point to form an image on a 2-dimensional plane. Mechanically moving lenses
relative to the pinhole and laser, the focal point can also be adjusted in the z-direction, creating a
stack of 2-dimensional images, which, if close enough, can be meshed together using imaging
software to create a 3-D image. A limitation of confocal microscopy is a constraint on image
acquisition speed due electromechanical movement adjusting the focal point in the x, y, and z
directions, with resolution decreasing at the cost of speed. Since our experiments are dynamic,
the confocal microscope used a quick scan speed, and continual, gradual adjustments in
hydrocarbon droplet geometry may have caused alteration in the final 3-dimensional
reconstruction. Nevertheless, the 3-dimensional reconstructions provided helpful insight into
cavity replacement and geometry.
Although a 2-dimensional image provides details about whether cavities are fully-filled
with hydrocarbon, partially-filled with hydrocarbon, or completely replaced by water, the 3dimensional image allows for specific viewing of hydrocarbon droplet geometry within the
cavity along with contact angle insight. An Olympus Fluoview FV1000 microscope allowed us
to acquire confocal images, which were later processed using ImageJ 3-D viewer [32].
The confocal setup used is an inverted microscope, so a special mount had to be designed
to hold the sample on a slide, submerged in water upside down. Silicon pieces and cover glass
slips were attached to a glass slide to act as a guide and mount for the sample piece, leaving an
open space for the sample cavity area. Hydrocarbon could then be added to the sample, the
sample mounted, then a coverslip put on top. In the space between the coverslip and the sample,
DI water (> 18 megohm-cm) is added to displace excess hydrocarbon, leave hydrocarbon in the
cavities, and provide adhesion to the coverslip through capillary effect so that the coverslip
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remains in place when the mount is turned upside down. A pictorial representation of a prepared
sample is shown in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3: Apparatus used for confocal microscope imaging. The hydrocarbon-filled cavity
sample is inserted into a specially design cover slide, a coverslip is placed on top, then DI water
is added on top of the substrate. Capillary force holds the coverslip on top, allowing the entire
slide to be turned upside-down and imaged on the confocal microscope.

Experimental Design
The first step in experimental design was to determine which hydrocarbons to use or how
to physically or chemically alter the substrate to alter the factors investigated in this study. While
altering the substrate surface chemistry could affect surface tensions and contact angle, other
factors would remain unaltered for a given system. The primary reasoning in choosing the
hydrocarbons was to find relatively safe, high purity options with a broad range of viscosity and
surface or interfacial tensions while keeping viscosity low enough for ease of usability and
similar solubilities. The final selected hydrocarbons along with key details are described by
Table 2-1. The values for viscosity, density, surface tension in water, solubility, and binary
diffusion coefficient were all found in the literature, using experimental or correlated values.
Toluene 99.9% was acquired from Fisher Chemicals, octyl acetate 99+%, 1-octanol 99%, and
cyclopentane 97% from Acros Organics, o-xylene 99% and 1-nonanol 99% from Alfa Aesar, and
2-nonanol 98+% from TCI.
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Table 2-1: Material properties for select hydrocarbons.
Binary
Diffusion
Coefficient
x 106
𝒄𝒄𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐
�
�
𝒔𝒔
[47]

Bond
Number
X 103

9.68

0.133

Contact
Angle in
Water on
Silica

Solubility
Mole
Fraction
x 105
[41-46]

36.1

163.7

10.9

826

8.52b

143.4

6.37

6.53

0.721

0.415

741

51

162.6

4.03

10.48

0.179

2-Nonanol

8.43

822.4

9b,e

147.3

4.22

6.04

0.696

o-Xylene

0.758

875.9

36.1

160.4

3.55

8.00

0.121

1-Nonanol

9.025

824.4

b

8.21

146.3

1.61

6.13

0.754

Octyl Acetate

1.66

864.5

19.6d

156.1

1.9

6.07

0.244

Surface Tension
Hydrocarbon-

Viscositya
(𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎)
[33]

Densitya
[33]

Water �

Toluene

0.554

864

1-Octanol

7.34

Cyclopentane

Chemical
Name

�

𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌

𝒎𝒎

𝟑𝟑 �

𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
𝒎𝒎

[34-40]

�

b,c

b

All values at 25 °C unless otherwise specified. aCorrelated data published with permission of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers
(AIChE®) and its thermo-physical property research consortium, the Design Institute for Physical Properties (DIPPR®) using the 2019 DIPPR
Evaluated Database © and proprietary correlation methods derived therefrom, unless otherwise noted. b20 °C. cEstimate. dUnspecified
temperature. eExperimental value due to lack of literature value.

Once hydrocarbons were selected, contact angle experiments were performed to quantify
the surface interactions of each liquid-liquid-solid system for pure and dyed chemicals into a
single factor called contact angle. Additionally, pendant drop measurements were used to
quantify interfacial tensions between the hydrocarbon and water. For consistency and ease of
preparation, dyes were used in saturated quantities in the hydrocarbons by adding the Nile Red
dye into the hydrocarbon until precipitates remained, then filtering the hydrocarbon through
cotton to obtain a dye-saturated hydrocarbon. Contact angle measurements for dyed and pure
substances depict how much the dye alters the wettability of the hydrocarbons in question, which
comparison is visualized in appendix Figures A-1 and A-2. All experiments were performed in
ambient conditions, typically between 18 and 21 °C.
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Contact Angle
The contact angle measurement of a sessile droplet is a common means by which surface
interactions can be quantitatively described for a given system. Although there are several
methods for describing surface interactions [48], the sessile drop contact angle measurement is a
practical, cost-effective, and time-effective means for obtaining a general description of surface
and interfacial interactions. Though there are variations in the literature [49-51] on how contact
angle measurements should be performed depending on what value is specifically sought, static
contact angles are measured in this research. While these static contact angles are not necessarily
the equilibrium, or lowest energy state, contact angle, which should have a specific, constant
value for a given system on an atomically flat surface, obtaining an equilibrium contact angle
would be impractical for the given research scenario. The static contact angle, if obtained
through repeat experiments, exists between advancing and receding contact angles and gives a
good description of the surface and interfacial interactions.
The generic procedure for performing a contact angle measurement is first to prepare the
sample area, ensuring it is free from contamination and oriented level in the side-to-side
direction and slightly angled in the front-to-back direction to ensure a crisp image at the threephase contact line, allowing for optimum contact angle determination. The next step is to clean
and prepare the sample. In the case of our research, the sample is a scratch-free, flat silicon piece
of workable dimensions cleaned in piranha solution (3:1 mixture of 98% sulfuric acid (EMD
Millipore) and 30% hydrogen peroxide (Fisher Chemical)) for at least 5 minutes, rinsed with DI
water, then dried (if used in air, but if used in water may not be dried) [52]. The sample is then
placed in the ambient environment, in a controlled environment within a glass or plastic vessel to
prevent rapid evaporation and alteration in contact angle for testing liquids with high volatility,
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or in a liquid environment where inverted sessile drop measurements can take place. This
inverted method is sometimes used for measuring the contact angle of air in water (captive
bubble), but since the hydrocarbons we use are lighter than water, and it is safer and less
wasteful to have water as the bulk liquid, we perform inverted sessile drop measurements to
determine the contact angles for the hydrocarbon liquids in our system. A small diameter needle
(22s or 26s gauge) mounted on a syringe is used to place a small droplet of the chemical on the
surface, and then the syringe is withdrawn to leave the droplet fixed on the surface. For contact
angle measurements, gravity is typically irrelevant so long as the droplet size is small enough
that the Bond number
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =

𝑔𝑔Δ𝜌𝜌𝐿𝐿2

(2-1)

𝛾𝛾

for the system is much less than one [53], where 𝐿𝐿 is the characteristic length of the droplet, Δρ
is the density difference, 𝑔𝑔 is the gravitational constant, and 𝛾𝛾 is the surface tension. Assuming

the droplet is small enough to avoid gravitational effects and exists on a flat surface, the contact
angle should be independent of size. Droplets performed in these experiments are between 0.2
and 10 µL in size. At times, our procedure needed to be adjusted to kinetically force the droplet
off the needle tip. Since certain hydrocarbons preferred to attach to the needle than the silica and
the density difference was small compared to that of air in water, small jolts to the needle were
performed to jump the droplet off the needle and onto the silica surface. While not ideal, this was
necessary to force a droplet on the surface. Once a droplet is fixed on the surface of the substrate,
lighting and camera settings must be adjusted to capture the clearest image. Each of our
experiments were performed at least three times for reproducibility.
After the camera acquires the image, the image is analyzed to determine the contact
angle. Different programs use different means to determine the angle occurring at the three-phase
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line of the droplet in question. This research uses two ImageJ software plugins to determine
contact angle: DropSnake [54] and Contact Angle [55]. Two software plugins are used to
compare agreeability for given drops.
DropSnake uses user-defined points at the droplet interface on a well-contrasted droplet
image. The software uses a form of edge detection in conjunction with the user-defined points
and fits a piecewise polynomial to the droplet and calls the line between the three-phase points
on either end of the droplet the base. Using the polynomial and the baseline, a contact angle is
calculated as the tangent of the polynomial at the three-phase line for left and right sides. While
the droplets in our experiments should be spherical, DropSnake does not fit a circular equation to
the data. This may not be theoretically ideal, but practically, DropSnake should give an accurate
contact angle for either side of the drop, despite imperfections in the drop shape or image quality.
Contact Angle uses user-defined points as well (although it does also have a direct bestfit feature) to fit a circle (or ellipse) to the droplet. While theoretically accurate for small drop
sizes on flat surfaces (since the droplets should be truncated spheres), this may be practically
inaccurate because it assumes the droplet will be perfectly spherical or elliptical, which may not
be true for slight defects or gravitational effects. Figure 2-4 visually compares the fitting
methods for DropSnake and Contact Angle using cyclopentane as an example, with the original
image as a reference.

Pendant Drop and Interfacial Tensions
The pendant drop experiment yields a direct quantitative result for interfacial tension
between two fluids or surface tension between a fluid and a gas, providing a means to quantify
the interaction between the two substances. The interfacial tension is important because it
describes how molecules interact at the interface between fluids and therefore partially dictates
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the shape of a droplet on a solid surface [48]. In the presence of surfactant, contaminant, or other
surface modifier, surface tensions can and do change, so the relative difference in surface
tensions between pure and modified substances shed light into whether the substances alter
molecular interactions occurring at the interface.

A

B

C

Figure 2-4: Comparison of contact angle measurements for cyclopentane submerged in water on
a silicon substrate. All images have been rotated 180 degrees. (A) Cropped original image of
cyclopentane in water. (B) Contact angle measurement averaging 163.6 degrees using
DropSnake plugin for ImageJ. (C) Contact angle measurement of 166.2 degrees using Contact
Angle plugin for ImageJ.

For this research, interfacial tension measurements for pure substances acquired by the
pendant drop method are compared with interfacial tension literature values for agreeability, then
compared with the dyed substance values to quantify the influence of the fluorophore dye on the
interfacial tension of the substance.
To perform the pendant drop experiment, a syringe is fixed to a rigid surface so that it can
be positioned vertically, with the needle positioned as close to vertical as possible. Depending on
the density of the fluid in the syringe relative to the density of the bulk fluid surrounding, the
needle may be straight so that the substance is pulled down by gravity, or the needle may be Ushaped so that the substance is pulled up by buoyancy. For these experiments where the density
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of hydrocarbon is less than water, but small hydrocarbon volumes are preferred, a U-shaped
needle is used for the experiment. The needle tip is positioned in front of a diffuse light so the
droplet appears dark on a light background and a camera is focused on the tip of the needle.
Once the needle is submerged in water, the plunger is slowly pressed to cause a droplet to form
on the needle tip just before the moment that the droplet detaches due to large volume. At this
point, an image is acquired with the camera and saved for analysis and determination of the
interfacial tension. Figure 2-5 depicts the setup for a pendant drop experiment (inverted due to
the buoyancy of the hydrocarbon amidst bulk water) for toluene in water.

Syringe with
Droplet

Light Source

Camera

Diffuser

Figure 2-5: Schematic of experimental apparatus used for the pendant drop experiment.

The general concept behind the pendant drop method is that the shape of the droplet on the
tip of the needle is caused by a combination of gravity and interfacial tension, both factors which
affect how much the droplet is elongated and how it is curved. Larger droplets are preferred for
the pendant drop measurement because they allow for maximum deformation due to gravity,
making it easier to analyze the drop shape, yielding better surface tension values. While not
practically achievable, the closest the droplet can be to maximum volume before detachment, the
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closer it will be to the true surface tension value using numerical methods for interfacial tension
acquisition [56].
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Figure 2-6: Drop geometries for sessile (A) and pendant (B) drops. All variables and their
corresponding meanings are applicable to both images but are divided amongst the images for
enhanced clarity. Image modified from Rotenburg et al. [57].

The droplet geometry is important for understanding the interfacial interactions, so a
pictorial representation of these features is presented in Figure 2-6. The theoretical setup and
mathematical determination of the interfacial tension from pendant drop at equilibrium begins
with the Young-Laplace equation, which for an interface with curvature (droplet or bubble),
relates interfacial tension, pressure difference across the interface, and radii of curvature as
shown in Equation 2-2.
1

1

𝛾𝛾 �𝑅𝑅 + 𝑅𝑅 � = Δ𝑃𝑃
1

(2-2)

2
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There is an additional pressure contribution due to gravity caused by a mismatch of densities
between the fluid at varying heights, which is described in Equation 2-3
(2-3)

Δ𝑃𝑃 = Δ𝑃𝑃0 + Δ𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌

where z is the distance from the apex of the pendant drop. Combining Equations 2-2 and 2-3, and
realizing that Δ𝑃𝑃0 is the pressure at the apex (r=z=0), where the radii of curvature are equal and
can be represented with 𝑅𝑅0 , we form Equation 2-4.
1

1

2γ

(2-4)

𝛾𝛾 �𝑅𝑅 + 𝑅𝑅 � = R + Δ𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌
1

2

0

An additional understanding that at any point along the curve 𝑆𝑆 of the drop profile, assuming an
axisymmetric geometry and working in cylindrical coordinates, radius 𝑅𝑅2 can be understood as
the length of the line running perpendicularly from the line tangent to the interface at point S
𝑟𝑟

until it reaches the z-axis and can therefore be represented by 𝑅𝑅2 = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 and thus substituted into

Equation 2-4, yielding Equation 2-5.
1

𝛾𝛾 �𝑅𝑅 +
1

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑟𝑟

2γ

(2-5)

� = R + Δ𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌
0

Additionally, introspection of the geometry yields several ordinary differential Equations 2-6,
2-7, and 2-8.
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
1

𝑅𝑅1

= 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(2-6)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(2-8)

(2-7)

= 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

=

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

which are subject to the boundary conditions 𝑟𝑟 = 𝑧𝑧 = 𝛽𝛽 = 0 at 𝑠𝑠 = 0. Equations 2-5 through

2-8, although not integrated in this work, define possible drop profiles for a pendant drop and can
be defined exclusively by radius of curvature at the apex and capillary length, with capillary
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being used explicitly to determine interfacial tension [55, 57]. This capillary length is the
𝛾𝛾

characteristic length of the droplet and is related to material properties such that ℓ𝑐𝑐 = �Δ𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 [58].

Using numerical methods, various drop profiles are iteratively compared with the drop profile
extracted from experimental images until optimized values for capillary length and radius of
curvature at the apex are found, and then the capillary length value is used to determine

interfacial tension. Since the position of the droplet on the image and slight tilts can be varied,
the algorithm will also adjust accordingly and make necessary corrections to optimize.
While this research does not create the algorithm or perform the numerical integrations,
this is a common method used in obtaining surface tension values, although different integration
and solver schemes are used for each programmer. This research relies on an open-source
software called Pendent Drop [55], which is an ImageJ plugin designed for the determination of
surface tensions in research without the use of commercial software. The use of the software is
straightforward. A well-contrasted drop is uploaded onto the ImageJ user interface, the
appropriate scale is set, and any additional contrasting alterations are performed. Although
additional contrasting manipulations are undesirable since they can introduce edge distortions,
they may be necessary for the program to perform proper edge detection, and therefore should be
used with caution to keep droplet geometry as close to original as possible. A box is set around
the image at the line of attachment of the droplet on the needle surface, then the Pendent Drop
plugin is run. The only necessary user-specified input is density contrast times g, which is the
absolute difference in density between the two fluids times the gravitational constant g in units of
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

to obtain surface tension in

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚

. An initial fit is run when the plugin initiates, but a

secondary fit can be run by pressing the Fit Parameters Checked Below button according to the
parameters checked. Curves may also be manually fit to the drop shape. There are also instances
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when the optimizer reaches a local minimum when visibly far from the actual drop shape, which
requires manual adjustment before reaching a best fit. When the fit is optimized, selecting the
OK button will finalize analysis and yield results, including surface tension, volume droplet,
surface area, and additional values. An example of a fit image can be seen in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7: Pendant drop image processing using Pendent Drop plugin for ImageJ. The yellow
box defines the immediate area around the droplet. The blue curve is the drop shape defined by
an edge detection algorithm. The red curve is the best-fit curve defined by the Young-Laplace
equation and corresponding differential equations.

Cavity Replacement Experimental Procedure
The cavity replacement experiments begin by immersing a cylindrical cavity sample into
fresh piranha solution for at least 5 minutes, afterwards rinsing with DI water, then air drying. If
a sample has already been used, it is first cleaned with ethanol, rinsed with DI water, then dried
before immersing it in the piranha solution. If hydrocarbon residue remains after an ethanol
rinse, acetone or chloroform may be used for the solvent clean. After air drying until the sample
is dry, the sample is placed in a small glass vial (2-2.5 cm diameter) for viewing, and dyed
hydrocarbon is dispensed on top of the sample using a Pasteur pipette until all the cavities are
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filled with the solvent. The sample may need to be handled by tweezers and the hydrocarbon
liquid moved around on the surface until visual inspection shows that all the cavities are filled
with the hydrocarbon. Once the cavities are covered with hydrocarbon, additional hydrocarbon is
added until the sample is completely submerged in the hydrocarbon. At this point the steps are
slightly different for performing the experiment in pure DI water (non-saturated) or DI water that
has been saturated with the hydrocarbon in question (saturated).

2.7.1

Non-saturated Experiment
Non-saturated experiments were performed to rapidly investigate replacement rates of

initially hydrocarbon-filled cavities with water in the presence of a diffusive outflux of
hydrocarbon. This method sought to compare all factors simultaneously using a multiple
regression statistical analysis and to use confocal microscopy to verify geometric assumptions.
For this method, after the sample is submerged in hydrocarbon and held in place with
tweezers, DI water is injected into the side of the vial, but not directly onto the sample using a
syringe until the bulk hydrocarbon coalesces and floats to the top while the water remains on the
bottom, leaving hydrocarbon in the cylindrical cavities, surrounded by water with a layer of
hydrocarbon on top. The start time is recorded when water submerges the sample, displacing
superficial hydrocarbon from the sample surface. The excess hydrocarbon on top is pipetted out
and put into organic waste until it is completely removed, allowing diffusion of hydrocarbon into
water and no fluorescent interference during imaging. Additional DI water is added or removed
to reach an approximate volume of 5 mL. At this point, the sample is moved under the camera
and illuminated to view of the cavities. Images are captured as a time-lapse about every five
minutes until all the cavities are replaced by water, a process which can take as little as two
hours and up to several days for these experiments, depending on the hydrocarbon in question.
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2.7.2

Saturated Experiment
The saturated experiment minimizes diffusive flux as a factor and is performed very

similarly to the non-saturated experiment. Instead of injecting pure DI water, DI water saturated
with hydrocarbon is injected into the side of the vial. The saturated DI water is prepared by
vigorously mixing DI water and the hydrocarbon in question in a small vial by hand for at least
one minute, then letting phase separation occur overnight. Alternatively, the sample is sonicated
using a microtip in the vial at 40% amplitude for a pulse regime actively sonicating for at least 2
minutes, then the vial is let to phase separate overnight. Once the phases have separated, the
saturated DI water may be extracted from the vial and injected into the experiment. After
introducing the saturated water into the vial, once the hydrocarbon rises to the top, it is pipetted
out and replaced with fresh hydrocarbon until there is little to no indication that there should be
fluorescent interference from the hydrocarbon layer on top. A layer of hydrocarbon is to remain
on top of the water to minimize the occurrence of diffusive flux from hydrocarbon to water,
ensuring that the bulk water is hydrocarbon-saturated. A cover glass is placed over the sample,
the sample is placed under the microscope in proper lighting, and images are acquired.
Images are captured using the Blackfly S CMOS black and white high-resolution camera
from FLIR mounted on a Q Optem microscope with a magnification of 1.8x using SpinView
image acquisition software and either Olympus Tokyo or Ocean Optics lighting, in conjunction
with previously mentioned filters. Exposure time and gain were not kept constant, but they were
manually adjusted with the goal of maximizing image visibility without oversaturating, meaning
that there should be few pixels with the value of 255, with most pixels being distributed between
0 and 255. Non-saturated experiments captured the image about every 5 minutes, and the
microscope and camera setup along with the sample vial remained stationary for the duration of
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the entire experiment. Saturated experiments captured the image about twice each day. Since the
saturated experiments typically lasted a week or more, it was impractical to do one sample at a
time, so several samples were prepared for concurrent imaging. The samples were set on a stage,
and they remained on the stage for the duration of the experiment. Cyclopentane trials typically
remained in the fume hood between imaging to reduce cyclopentane fumes and retain the organic
layer. Although the camera remained approximated stationary, the stage was rotated and moved
to adjust the samples and image multiple times each day. Best efforts were applied to obtain
images that were in the same location each time, but since the process was manual, there were
slight deviations over time.
Since these experiments were the first of their kind, the progression of cavity replacement
in saturated or unsaturated conditions was unknown. The SLV system has previously been
studied, but the mechanism by which it progressed was condensation based, which could not
occur with this system. Since the progression was unknown, and saturated experiments were
expected to take a long time from preliminary experiments, the non-saturated experiments were
performed first. It was planned that through statistical multiple regression of the factors in
question, it could be determined which of the factors was significant even with a diffusive flux
present. With the non-saturated experiments, there was also little attention to whether the cavities
were in an initially hydrocarbon-fully-filled or partially-filled state since they always transitioned
to a completely replaced state within several days. Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9 depict a general
example of the different possible configurations of hydrocarbon within the cavity (crosssectional) and how this would look under the microscope (top-down).
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Figure 2-8: Side view of potential configurations of hydrocarbon-filled cavities submerged in
water along with associated naming convention.

Figure 2-9: Top view of representative 2D image of hydrocarbon-filled cavities and their filled
state.

Saturated experiments sought to minimize the effects of a diffusive flux and focus on what
other factors would affect the cavity replacement rate. The saturated experiments also focused on
the transition from fully-filled to partially-filled cavities instead of categorizing fully-filled and
partially-filled as the same state. This was done because the transition from partially-filled to
replaced was minimal across all saturated experiments whereas the transition from fully-filled to
partially-filled was more prevalent.
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Image Analysis
Computer software and the human eye aided in counting the cavities for the sample sets.
Since the non-saturated experiments did not differentiate between fully-filled and partially-filled
cavities, a computer algorithm was created in MATLAB to count the number of bright spots
within an image. For the saturated experiments, the cavities were manually or semi-manually
counted to differentiate between filled, partially-filled, and fully replaced cavities since fullyfilled and partially-filled cavities have different shading.

2.8.1

Computer-Aided Counting
MATLAB, although not exclusively an image processing software, has many built-in

functions that allow for image manipulation and analysis with high level of customization and
ability to process images serially. ImageJ, designed specifically for image processing, has an
intuitive click-based user-interface that makes image processing highly customizable and
interactive. Both MATLAB and ImageJ were used to process images.
A program was created in MATLAB to serially count many images in succession
according to the exact same procedure to count the number of filled versus unfilled cavities. The
program first reads the image file as an image (or if multiple files are processed, it reads multiple
images into a cell array) within the MATLAB program. The image is first filtered to remove
background speckle noise. Next, the image is morphologically opened, subtracted from itself,
then brightened to remove the background, which corrects some imperfections related to the
background lighting. After that, an intensity filter attributes pixels with a value less than 10 to a
new value of 0 to improve contrast between light and dark areas. Contrast is further increased by
using an image adjust function in MATLAB. Next, the image is sharpened to improve edge
contrast, and a final filter is applied to remove additional unwanted noise. At this point, the
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image is binarized according to Otsu’s method. After binarization, an initial round of circle
finding is completing using a built-in circle finding function in MATLAB. Morphological
thickening of the circle centers followed by successive dilations and erosions allow a mask to be
created, and when subtracted from the binarized image, this mask separates areas of that were
initially excluded from the circle find due to insufficient circularity or too much white pixel area.
These areas are counted using a circle finder and included amongst the first set of circles to
comprise a set of circles that attempt to count the bright, or filled, area of the image. Figure 2-10
gives an example of a counted area. The MATLAB code used for counting cavities can be found
in the appendix section A.1.
Additional manipulation needed to be performed if image quality was insufficiently good
to effectively count using the program as-is. For example, in several experiments the lighting
was such that hydrocarbon-absent areas appeared white, although there was no hydrocarbon
present. In this case, an image with similar lighting acquired after all the cavities were replaced
acted as a mask that could be subtracted from the original image to provide a white-free
background. Variations of this method were used depending on if any lighting changes occurred
during the experiment.
One last counting method for non-saturated experiments was to use pixel areas relative to
total area and estimated total cavities to obtain cavity counts for one set of images (a single
cyclopentane trial). This method was used when lighting corrections could not be used to
distinguish between hydrocarbon-filled and water-filled cavities, yet the human eye could detect
general areas of hydrocarbon versus water-filled cavities.
For the saturated experiments, fully-filled, partially-filled, and completely replaced
cavities needed to be fully distinguished from each other. While theoretically possible to
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program a computer to perform such counting, the time cost of such a task would have been
greater than manually counting cavities, so manually counting means were employed. The
difficulty with using a computer for this task is to program it to differentiate between different
color shades that also vary across the image due to lighting inconsistencies.

A

1000 µm
B

Figure 2-10: 2D image of fluorescently dyed 2-Nonanol filled cavities. (A) Original image. (B)
Original image overlaid with circle outlines from the MATLAB cavity counter detecting 5896
filled cavities.
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2.8.2

Manual Counting
To manually count the cavities, a total cavity count was first estimated by counting the

width and height of the image being analyzed and multiplying those values together. Depending
on the position of the cavities within the image, large droplets spanning many cavities, or edge
aberrations, the estimated number was modified. After estimating the cavity total, cavities are
manually counted by visually counting the number of fully-filled or partially-filled cavities
(depending on which type of cavity appears to be more numerous). Replaced cavities are also
counted or estimated (since they are black, the quantity of replaced cavities is not always clear).
The cavity type (fully or partially-filled) that was not directly counted is calculated based on the
total. Besides using tick marks, cavities are also counted using a click counter and row-by-row
counting cavities. Also, if successive images are captured in a sufficiently similar location, the
images can be compared using ImageJ and deviations ticked and counted using a built-in ImageJ
counter. Based on the changes that occur between images, new counted values are determined.

Analytical Methods
Each acquired image has an associated timestamp, and the start time for every experiment
is documented. Subtracting the timestamp from the start time creates a variable for the lapsed
time from start, which is a consistent measurement of time across all the different experiments.
Plotting the fraction of hydrocarbon-filled cavities versus the lapsed time gives a graphical
depiction of the cavity replacement. Since the time scale for each hydrocarbon is similar, each of
the plots is categorized by hydrocarbon type. The shape of the curve is observed to find
qualitative similarities between the data along with a descriptor variable. In these experiments,
the descriptor variable may be the time it takes to reach a quantity of replaced cavities or the
linear replacement rate of cavities per time, which are both related values. I chose the linear
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replacement rate since the time to completion seems to be more variable, and the linear
replacement rate can be extracted from a fitted logistic model.
To determine which factors are important in cavity replacement, a descriptor variable is
used to define the data, and this variable is compared with hypothesized factors by means of
correlational comparisons along with a linear multiple regression. These experiments are only
semi-randomized (the experiments were performed at different times with replicated conditions,
but not random order) and apply to a small set of hydrocarbons, so attempts at attributing
causation or generalization are limited without more information. Additional analysis using
confocal microscopy to investigate the dimensions and progression of hydrocarbon within the
cavities over time and comparisons with a diffusion model help to affirm and elucidate which
factors are important.
For long term experiments, the fraction of hydrocarbon-filled cavities was also plotted
against lapsed time and analyzed for trends and similarities. Unclear initial results led to repeated
experiments, followed by a theoretical review of what might be occurring.
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3

RESULTS

Contact Angles and Surface Tensions
Contact angle measurements were completed for all pure and dye saturated hydrocarbons
in both air and DI water on a clean silica surface. Pendant drop measurements were completed
for all pure and dyed saturated hydrocarbons in water. Contact angles provide a quantitative
description for how the liquids and surfaces in the entire system interact with each other.
Similarly, surface tensions provide a quantitative description for how the liquids interact.
Comparing contact angle and surface tension measurement for dyed and non-dyed hydrocarbons
provides information as to how much the dye affects surface interaction at a solid and between
the liquid-liquid interface. Occasionally, the hydrocarbons wetted the silica surface so
substantially that the contact angle could not be resolved. In this case, the descriptor <5̊ is used.
Table 3-1 provides results for contact angle measurements, and Table 3-2 provides surface
tension results from pendant drop experiments along with calculated surface tensions. The
calculated surface tensions come from a linear combination of three independent Young’s
equations and know surface tension and contact angle values. The discrepancy of the calculated
results, although large, is not the subject of this research, but can be the topic of future
investigation.
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Table 3-1: Contact angle measurement in air and water for select hydrocarbons.
Contact Angles in Air

Contact Angles in Water

Mean
(DropSnake
Plugin)

+/(Dropsnake
Plugin)

Mean
(Contact
Angle
Plugin)

+/(Contact
Angle
Plugin)

n
(Dropsnake,
Contact
Angle)

Mean
(DropSnake
Plugin)

+/(Dropsnake
Plugin)

Mean
(Contact
Angle
Plugin)

+/(Contact
Angle
Plugin)

n
(Dropsnake,
Contact
Angle)

Toluene

9.47

0.71

11.06

0.88

7, 7

163.7

4.6

167.1

1.29

7, 7

Dyed Toluene

<5°

-

<5°

-

3, 3

144.9

1.2

144.9

1.27

3, 3

1-Nonanol

36.46

1.84

39.27

0.49

10, 10

146.3

4.8

141.8

1.13

5, 5

Dyed 1Nonanol

41.26

2.17

43.07

0.47

3, 3

158.6

4.2

151.8*

2.23*

3, 3

1-Octanol

30.21

1.73

33.56

1.22

21, 21

143.4

3.5

132.1

5.07

3, 3

Dyed 1Octanol

30.41

0.94

33.70

0.77

5, 5

146.9

2.2

137.5

4.47

3, 3

o-Xylene
Dyed oXylene

4.18

1.27

5.60

1.62

9, 6

160.4

3.1

161.9

1.88

6, 6

8.82

0.29

-

-

3, 0

150.0

2.2

-

-

3, 0

Cyclopentane

11.44

2.91

12.27

1.71

14, 12

159.8

7.5

163.5

2.40

6, 6

Dyed
Cyclopentane

9.76

0.43

-

-

3, 0

153.5

6.1

150.1

3.84

3, 3

Octyl Acetate

22.14

2.52

20.70

0.76

12, 12

156.1

4.1

155.1

3.40

11, 11

Dyed Octyl
Acetate

19.91

1.96

20.88

0.59

6, 6

133.0

4.7

137.5

3.96

3, 3

2-Nonanol

25.48

2.09

28.40

0.76

10, 10

147.3

6.9

138.4

8.86

5, 5

Dyed 2Nonanol

29.54

1.45

29.10

0.76

3, 3

147.2

1.55

130.3

0.90

3, 3

Chemical
Name

+/- refers to standard deviation
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Table 3-2: Pendant drop measurements for select hydrocarbons.

Chemical Name
Toluene

Interfacial
𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
Tension � �
36.52

𝒎𝒎

2.66

Calculated
Interfacial
𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
Tension � �

+/-

46.65

𝒎𝒎

Literature
Value
36.10

Dyed Toluene

35.83

3.51

54.23

36.10

1-Nonanol

8.20

0.18

59.57

8.214

Dyed 1-Nonanol

9.24

0.73

54.80

8.214

1-Octanol

8.42

0.32

60.39

8.52

Dyed 1-Octanol

8.96

0.32

57.93

8.52

o-Xylene

39.15

5.03

44.77

36.10

Dyed o-Xylene

41.40

3.52

49.02

36.10

Cyclopentane

50.53

1.77

53.41

51.00

Dyed Cyclopentane

47.15

1.37

55.84

51.00

Octyl Acetate

23.42

3.10

50.83

19.60

Dyed Octyl Acetate

19.86

1.00

67.46

19.60

2-Nonanol

9.69

0.66

56.97

-

Dyed 2-Nonanol

11.20

1.22

58.05

-

+/- refers to standard deviation.

To evaluate whether the dye influenced contact angle or surface tension measurement
values, dyed and non-dyed contact angle and interfacial tension measurements were compared to
each other for every hydrocarbon to determine whether they were statistically different and to see
if consistent, apparent trends existed. Side-by-side comparisons, along with two-tailed p-values
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for contact angles in air, contact angles in water, and interfacial tension measurements are seen
in the appendix in Figures A-1, A-2, and A-3 respectively.
The change in sample surface chemistry after hydrocarbon exposure and before water
immersion was also considered. The initial hydrocarbon submersion would potentially cause a
thin hydrocarbon layer to remain on the surface even after the water displaced the hydrocarbon,
and the layer would be so small that traditional microscopy techniques could not detect it. While
confocal microscopy cannot see a nanometer-thick layer of organic, it can detect a micron-thick
layer of organic. Confocal imaging can also verify whether the contact angle within a watersubmerged cavity and on a flat piece of silicon (silica surface) are approximately the same,
shedding light on whether the surface has been altered. Figure 3-1 shows cross-sectional images
for all hydrocarbons in question submerged in water, depicting how the droplet looks within the
cavities and providing evidence that the contact angles within the cavities are similar to intrinsic
contact angles on flat silica, though resolution limits exact measurement and comparison.

Non-Saturated Conditions
Figure 3-2 depict plots of the fraction of hydrocarbon-filled cavities versus time for the
various hydrocarbons. To be clear, cavities were classified as hydrocarbon-filled if they had any
visible and distinguishable quantity of hydrocarbon inside the cavity and replaced if there was no
hydrocarbon remaining and the cavity appeared dark. This classification was decided because all
the cavities did eventually become completely replaced, and it was not necessarily apparent
which factors were contributing to the complete replacement before experiments were
performed.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Figure 3-1: Cross-sectional 3D rendering of confocal microscope images for various
hydrocarbons with simulated silicon substrate. The hydrocarbon droplets (red) are non-wetting in
fully and partially-filled cases although the resolution is insufficient to specify a contact angle.
(A) o-xylene. (B) 1-nonanol. (C) 2-nonanol. (D) 1-octanol. (E) octyl acetate. (F) cyclopentane.
(G) toluene. The dark box beneath each image are simulated silicon surfaces.
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Figure 3-2: Plots of the fraction of hydrocarbon-filled cavities versus time for (A) 1-nonanol (B)
1-octanol (C) 2-nonanol (D) cyclopentane (E) octyl acetate (F) o-xylene and (G) toluene for nonsaturated experiments.

In all the graphs depicted above, a clear s-shaped curve is seen. There is natural variation
within each hydrocarbon group, but the largest variation occurs across groups. While time until
complete replacement could be used as the descriptive factor, this report uses linear replacement
rate at the inflection point as the descriptive factor. To acquire the linear replacement rate, a
three-parameter growth model (logistic 3 parameter) is fit to the data, and the derivative of the
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model at the inflection point is found, yielding the slope. Although the logistic 3p model has no
direct physical meaning, the negative slope of the line at the inflection point does, which is the
linear replacement rate of the cavities at the inflection point, a quantitative value which can be
used to compare different hydrocarbon species. This logistic 3p model also closely resembles a
diffusion-based model, providing insights into the system and supporting the use of such a
model, a topic which will be discussed later. Equations 3-1 and 3-2 respectively describe the
logistic 3p model along with the slope at the inflection point. Since each set of data is different,
the model needs to be fit to each set individually to acquire a replacement rate (negative slope)
for each experiment.
𝑦𝑦 =

𝑐𝑐
1 + 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(−𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑏𝑏))

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =

(3-1)

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
4

(3-2)

Although the logistic 3p model does not fit each experiment equally, it provides a
consistent model by which to compare each hydrocarbon. Figure 3-3 depicts the logistic 3p fit
overlaid on an individual data set for octyl acetate.
Table 3-3 shows the summarized values for the linear replacement rate, and Figure 3-4
gives a visual representation of these values. When comparing all chemicals at once, toluene is
the only chemical to have a statistically significantly different replacement rate using a TukeyKramer pairwise comparison. If excluding toluene and comparing between the other species,
there are two distinct groups that contain species which are statistically similar. Although some
of the chemicals are not considered statistically different by replacement rate, it does not
diminish the value of correlating replacement rates with factors generally.
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Figure 3-3: Representative example of fitting a logistic 3p equation (green) to the data (black) for
octyl acetate. The horizontal blue line shows the asymptote value, the vertical green line shows
the inflection point.

A look at the correlations in Figure 3-5 shows that there is an apparent correlation between
replacement rate and solubility and between replacement rate and permeability, defined as the
solubility times binary diffusion coefficient. This figure compares replacement rate values with
the factors of interest using scatterplots. Using the 95% bivariate normal density ellipse, which
encompasses about 95% of the data assuming the pairs being compared have independent normal
distributions [59], the correlations can be visualized. The narrower the ellipse (as opposed to
being circular), the stronger the correlation.
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Table 3-3: Replacement rate statistics for select hydrocarbon species.
Species

n

Replacement Rate
(Fraction/hr) Mean

1-Nonanol
1-Octanol
2-Nonanol
Cyclopentane
Octyl Acetate
o-Xylene
Toluene

4
4
4
3
3
3
4

0.089 ± 0.02
0.548 ± 0.21
0.301 ± 0.09
0.196 ± 0.05
0.050 ± 0.02
0.301 ± 0.04
1.939 ± 0.50

Lower 95%
Confidence
Interval
-0.148
0.311
0.065
-0.077
-0.224
0.028
1.703

Upper 95%
Confidence
Interval
0.325
0.784
0.538
0.469
0.323
0.574
2.176

Figure 3-4: Plot of replacement rate versus hydrocarbon species. The green diamond signifies the
95% confidence interval for the group it surrounds. The center line is the mean. The horizontal
green lines above and below the mean are overlap lines, hinting at whether groups are
statistically different.
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Figure 3-5: Scatterplot matrix of replacement rate versus viscosity, density, interfacial tensions,
cosine of contact angle in water, solubility, binary diffusion coefficient, and permeability. The
red lines are associated with the 95% bivariate normal density eclipse corresponding to the pair
of variables. Solubility and permeability show the greatest correlation with replacement rate.

Since I am trying to determine which factors are important in determining replacement
rate, I use a multiple linear regression method with the simple factors to see if any are
significant. After performing an all-possible-models analysis using the individual factors along
with permeability (since permeability is a component of diffusion) and selecting the model with
the minimum Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), as outlined by Ramsey and Schafer [59], the
model selected was based on the factors of solubility, binary diffusion coefficient, and
permeability with all three being significant factors. Independently, solubility and permeability
are important factors.
In addition to performing a statistical analysis, confocal microscopy was used to gain an
understanding about the geometry and progression of cavity replacement and resolve biases that
may have been introduced during the statistical analysis. Experimental conditions during
confocal imaging do not perfectly represent the traditional experiment in non-saturated
conditions because gravity is working in the opposite direction and the confined water geometry
alters how diffusion occurs. At the length scales of the cavity, however, gravity should not affect
the shape of the droplets, as supported by the Bond numbers listed in Table 2-1. Since there is an
opening to ambient air and the DI water was not initially saturated with hydrocarbon for the
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confocal microscope experiments, diffusion is still occurring, so changes caused by diffusion
should still be present.
Figure 3-6 shows a 3-D time lapse series of images of the same location taken at 10x with
0.5 µm slice spacing using 1-octanol in water and analyzed using ImageJ 3D Viewer plugin.
While changes occur in the middle of the image, the focus of this figure should be the right-hand
column of cavities. Notice the gradual decrease in volume size of the droplets until they
disappear rather than a direct displacement from water. Observations from 2-dimensional
images, along with the confocal images here, show that hydrocarbon-partially-filled cavities are
rarely directly replaced, but rather gradually diminish in size.
An additional look at the image set from above in Figure 3-7, but focusing on a smaller
area, shows the transition from fully-filled to partially-filled. The time difference between these
images is approximately 15 minutes, but the transition happens in less than seconds. The
dynamics of that transition for a single cavity are too quick to record for the imaging setup
currently available in the lab.
Though it will be discussed more thoroughly in the discussion section, it is clear that
diffusion is the most important factor involved with cavity replacement in non-saturated
conditions for the hydrocarbon species used in these experiments.

Saturated Conditions
Figure 3-8 depicts plots of hydrocarbon-filled cavities versus lapsed time for various
hydrocarbons in hydrocarbon-saturated DI water conditions. Contrary to the convention used
with the non-saturated experiments, these plots categorize hydrocarbon-fully-filled as
hydrocarbon-fully-filled cavities only rather than both partially and fully-filled cavities. The
reason for this is that all cavities do not eventually reach a fully-replaced state. If, for example,
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there were only partially-filled cavities to start, there would be little, if no change over long
periods of time. On the other hand, if there are fully-filled cavities to start, there can be
substantial change and transition from fully-filled to partially-filled over the span of days.
Therefore, the best way to quantify change over time is to look at hydrocarbon fully-filled cavity
count compared with the other states for the saturated case. Rather than an s-shaped curve
observed for the non-saturated DI water conditions, the curves in this set of experiments look to
have an exponential decay, linear decay, little change, or negative exponential decay curves.
Although theoretically possible, time and resource limitations prevented the use of the confocal
microscope for saturated experiments. I therefore made an attempt at using the 1st order kinetic
model (exponential decay) to elucidate the replacement rates, using 𝜏𝜏 as the growth rate
quantifier.

A first order kinetic model, similar to the one used by Seo et al. [23] can be used to
describe the majority of the curves acquired from saturated experiments, although small
adaptions have been made to the equation to better match what is these experiments, namely the
addition of a lower asymptote. The modified kinetic model is shown in Equation 3-3
𝑡𝑡

𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐷𝐷 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �− 𝜏𝜏� + 𝐴𝐴,

𝜏𝜏 = 𝑘𝑘

1

(3-3)

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

where 𝐹𝐹 is fraction of hydrocarbon-filled cavities, 𝐷𝐷 is a fitted parameter relating to 𝐹𝐹0 , or the
estimated fraction of hydrocarbon-filled cavities, at 𝑡𝑡 = 0 such that 𝐹𝐹0 = 𝐷𝐷 − 𝐴𝐴, and A is the
lower asymptote. The lower asymptote was added to the equation to account for situations in

which the fully-filled cavities seemed to asymptotically approach some nonzero value even after
long time periods. While this assumption may not always be true, it appears to be accurate for
the time scales of these experiments.
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A

B

C

D

E

500 µm

Figure 3-6: Time lapse 10x 3D confocal microscope images of 1-octanol. This image depicts
transition from partially-filled to replaced on the two rightmost columns. (A) 12:11PM (B)
12:56PM (C) 1:09PM (D) 1:28PM (E) 1:43PM.
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60 µm

Figure 3-7: Transition from fully-filled cavity (left) to partially-filled (right).

After fitting Equation 3-3 to the saturated experiments, the acquired 𝜏𝜏 values were

compared to each other to see whether there was a significant difference between the

hydrocarbon species and to see which factors are important in determining cavity replacement
rate in diffusive flux minimized circumstances in an analysis like that which was done for the
non-saturated experiments. Cyclopentane was excluded due to lack of replacement behavior.
Figure 3-9 compares 𝜏𝜏 values for the different hydrocarbon species while Figure 3-10 compares

𝜏𝜏 values to the factors being studied. Figure 3-9 depicts no statistical difference between 𝜏𝜏 values

amongst species and Figure 3-10 gives no clear indication of correlation. When selecting a

model using the BIC though, viscosity and solubility were statistically significant factors and
negatively correlated with 𝜏𝜏. Viscosity and density were independently, though weakly,
correlated with 𝜏𝜏.
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Figure 3-8: Plots of fraction hydrocarbon-fully-filled cavity count versus lapsed time for (A) 1nonanol (B) 1-octanol (C) 2-nonanol (D) cyclopentane (E) octyl acetate (F) o-xylene and (G)
toluene for saturated experiments.
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Figure 3-9: Plot of replacement rate versus hydrocarbon species. The green diamond signifies the
95% confidence interval for the group it surrounds. The centerline is the mean. The horizontal
green lines above and below the mean are overlap lines, hinting at whether groups are
statistically different.

Figure 3-10: Scatterplot matrix of 𝜏𝜏 versus viscosity, density, interfacial tensions, cosine of
contact angle in water, solubility, binary diffusion coefficient, and permeability. The red lines are
associated with the 95% bivariate normal density eclipse corresponding to the pair of variables.
There are no apparent correlations, besides slight correlations with viscosity and density.
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4

DISCUSSION

Contact Angle and Pendant Drop
Two methods for contact angle analysis were initially used to check for agreement between
values. Even though there was no rigorous statistical comparison between methods, it is clear to
see from the table that differences exist. While potentially unsettling to see such disparity
between values, the reason is because the methods are simply calculated differently, reflect shape
or image quality abnormalities, and confirm that the angles are difficult for the programs to
accurately discern. Since the DropSnake method does not assume a shape, but rather is intended
to find the tangent line at the three-phase line, it is a more correct tangent value assuming
gravitational affects are not present. The Contact Angle plugin assumes a circle, which can be
excellent if the shape is circular and poor if it is not. Since there was not a sure way to determine
which method is superior, the DropSnake method was used to compare values since it at least
gives a consistent tangent line at the three-phase line regardless of shape.
The results between dyed and non-dyed contact angle measurements are inconclusive. For
some liquids, the mean values are statistically different, but for others, they are not. Some values
have a large difference in mean, while others are small. The directionality of the difference is
also different amongst the group.
Pendant drop, on the other hand had very clear results, being that there is no statistical
difference between dyed and non-dyed hydrocarbon surface tension values. For all seven liquids,
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the values were close and not statistically different. Overall, it appears that the dye has no effect
on the liquid-liquid interfacial tension and corresponding interactions, but it may influence how
the liquids interact with the surface. Ultimately, more experiments are necessary to determine
what its true effect is.

Cavity Replacement Experiments
In both the non-saturated and saturated experiments, within the first few moments after
water is added and the experiment is initiated, the cavities are completely immersed in
hydrocarbon, and water begins to infiltrate the hydrocarbon. While it was initially supposed that
the cavities would remain in a hydrocarbon-fully-filled state while the bulk hydrocarbon floats, it
is apparent that by thermodynamic or kinetic means, that state is not maintained for very long.
Even though images could not be captured in the first few minutes of the experiment, visual
extrapolation indicates that the changes occurring in the first few moments most likely come
because of fluid motion in combination with interfacial interactions rather than thermodynamic
stability related to interfacial interactions alone. The lack of understanding surrounding this fluid
contribution to cavity replacement prevented the ability to better control for it, so this is intended
to be the subject of future research. Figure 4-1 depicts three possible scenarios for what is
occurring the first moments of the experiment as water enters the scene, each scenario describing
the possible states seen in our experiments.
Non-saturated experiments began without differentiating between fully-filled or partiallyfilled because the transition toward replacement occurred regardless. This was not the case with
the saturated experiments. As observed by the fraction of cavities in the fully-filled state at early
times in the saturated experiments, fluid-flow contributions have a profound effect on initial
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replacement rate, and once the cavities reach a partially-filled state, there is very little change
thereafter. Although it would have been ideal to start with a sample where the majority was in
the hydrocarbon-fully-filled state for the saturated experiments (image B within Figure 4-1),
there is still much to glean from the cases in which there were at least some fully-filled cavities
from the start.

Figure 4-1: Possible hydrocarbon/water configurations in the first moments of the experiment as
a result of fluid motion. (A) Water is being added. (B) Cavity in fully-filled state. (C) Cavity in
partially-filled state. (D) Cavity in replaced state.

Replacement in Non-saturated Conditions
The results from the non-saturated experiments strongly support that diffusive flux,
specifically described by permeability, is the primary driver towards cavity replacement. From a
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statistical standpoint, the only significant or strongly correlated factors related to replacement
rate were solubility, binary diffusion, and permeability, with permeability possessing the
strongest visual correlation. As further evidence, from an observational standpoint under the
microscope, it appears that the cavities are being replaced not by direct replacement caused from
surface interactions or buoyancy, but rather by dissolution into the surrounding water.
Additionally, the logistic 3p model used to describe the relationship between fraction of
hydrocarbon-filled cavities versus time closely matches a diffusion-based model.
A diffusion-based model was developed by first assuming the hydrocarbon fills the
cavities in such a way that the surface area of the hydrocarbon-water would be a circle. The
model also assumes that diffusive flux is primarily occurring in one dimension since nearly
identical droplets exist surrounding each other, an assumption that becomes less valid towards
the sample edge. Although these first two assumptions oversimplify the situation, a more
thorough investigation is beyond the scope of this thesis, and an additional correction factor is
used to simultaneously correct for surface area inconsistencies and 3-dimensional diffusive flux.
Third and fourth assumptions are that the water is semi-infinite and initially contains no
hydrocarbon, both good assumptions considering the scale of the experiment and no previous
contact with hydrocarbon before the experimental procedure. Another assumption is that the
volume of droplets is normally distributed about some height. Final assumptions are no bulk
movement, isothermal conditions, and unimolecular diffusion. Factors that can alter the diffusion
rate are volume spread, volume mean, solubility, binary diffusion coefficient, density, and the
correction factor. Volume spread, mean, and correction factor are the adjustable parameters used
to fit the diffusion model to the data. The specific model applied to this system is that of an
Arnold diffusion cell [60, 61], applied individually to thousands of simulated cells. The results of
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the diffusion model are compared with the measured data to fit the adjustable parameters, and as
a result, the diffusion model curve is formed. This curve is compared with measured data and the
logistic 3p model for an octyl acetate trial in Figure 4-2. The similarity of the curves provides
additional evidence that the cavities are replaced by diffusive flux and support the use of the 3p
model to describe the data.
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Figure 4-2: Plot of fraction of hydrocarbon-filled cavities versus time. This graph compares
diffusion and logistic 3p models to the measured data for octyl acetate.

Although the hydrocarbons are only slightly soluble in water and the phases are
completely immiscible, considering the small droplet size, even small gradients over long
enough time periods will cause the hydrocarbons to dissolve. The hydrocarbons selected for this
experiment have large solubilities in water relative to other larger organic molecules. If other less
soluble hydrocarbons were used in the same experiments, the experiment duration would be on a
much longer timescale before the cavities reached complete replacement, and surface tension
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affects may be a more relevant factor. The hydrocarbons selected here enabled such experiments
to be performed on a shorter timescale yet understand the interactions between different factors.
Since solubility, binary diffusion coefficient, and permeability are correlated with
replacement rates, similar experiments can be performed with other organic liquids to better
understand how they dissolve in water, providing information about solubility, binary diffusion
coefficients, and permeability. The surface may even be modified for increased oleophilicity to
ensure that hydrocarbon is filled evenly and equally amongst most of the cavities, as opposed to
the variability noticed in these experiments, if the intent is to understand more about diffusion.
While the results of the non-saturated experiments are interesting because they show that
diffusive flux is the dominating factor for replacement of hydrocarbon-filled cavities with water,
they provide no insight as to the influence of surface interactions while the effect of diffusive
flux is minimized or irrelevant, such as in the case of longer hydrocarbons, with fewer hydrogen
bonding groups. For this reason, additional experiments were performed in the diffusive flux
limited case of hydrocarbon-saturated water.

Replacement in Saturated Conditions
The saturated experiments yielded results that shed light on what mechanisms may be
occurring during cavity replacement and opened opportunities for further investigation. While
there was high variation amongst experiments, there were visible trends and behaviors that are
noteworthy. I attempt now to provide a physical description for what is occurring, beginning first
with general theory that supports why changes should occur in the first place, then moving
towards specific scenarios and deviations from what is expected, providing hypotheses for why
this might be so.
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Kaufman et al. [5] derived a local force equation around an arbitrary axisymmetric cavity
filled with air and surrounded by water assuming negligible gravitational effects, line tension,
and droplet impact velocity. Although my work uses an SLL system, this local force equation
can still be adopted. The assumption about negligible gravitational effects holds true since the
characteristic radius of the cavity is much smaller than the capillary length, which is no smaller
than 2 mm. The scale of structures in this experiment is large enough that line tension can be
disregarded [62]. Droplet impact velocity [5, 63], or rather the introduction of water to the
system, is an assumption that cannot be disregarded in general, but can be disregarded assuming
a hydrocarbon-fully-filled cavity is achieved at some time several minutes after the experiment
begins. It was mentioned earlier that there is flow-mediated replacement at the beginning of the
experiment, but once imaging begins, the system is stagnant, and bulk flow can be neglected.
The local force equation is derived by taking the total energy considering the surface areas and
associated surface tensions for an initial state of conical section of an air-filled cavity and
comparing that with the total energy of the same conical section after an infinitesimal change in
height, which change would occur as liquid penetrates the cavity. This change in energy is given
in Equation 4-1 [5] and is dependent on cavity geometry, interfacial surface tension, and contact
angle.
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

2

− 𝑑𝑑ℎ = 𝐹𝐹 = −2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿1 𝐿𝐿2 �[1−cos(𝛼𝛼+𝜃𝜃

0 )] tan 𝛼𝛼

+

cos 𝜃𝜃0
sin 𝛼𝛼

�

(4-1)

where 𝛼𝛼 is the angle between a horizontal line and the line tangent to the solid surface at the

three-phase line and 𝑟𝑟 is the radius of the cavity at the same spot. Figure 4-3 provides a graphical

description of Equation 4-1. While the surface tension affects the magnitude of the value, contact

angle and solid geometry defines the sign, meaning for a perfectly cylindrical cavity, intrinsic
contact angles of less than 90 degrees (on the water side) should result in the penetration of water
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into the cavity, and thus cavity replacement. The equation does not indicate the rate at which the
transition should occur, but simply that it should occur. Negative values indicate that these
cavities should become replaced with water over time, and the calculated F values for these
experiments are tabulated in Table 2-1 along with an estimated water value. Since these values
are all negative, complete cavity replacement is expected. Although the development of the
equation does not depend on gravity, if there is not a density gradient amongst the two phases,
the phase occupying the cavity will have no way to evacuate from the cavity. The purpose of my
experiments was to find out the rate and which factors specifically affect this rate, but it appears
that the system does not behave quite so simply.
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Figure 4-3: Plot of normalized F values versus hydrocarbon intrinsic contact angle for various
cavity geometries. Positive F values signify metastable or unstable states where hydrocarbon
refills the cavity. Negative F values signify metastable or unstable states where water replaces
the cavity. An F value of 0 signifies stability. Adapted from Kaufman et al. [5].
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Table 4-1: Calculated F values for select hydrocarbons and air.

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹106 𝑁𝑁

Toluene

1-Nonanol

1-Octanol

-5.53

-1.62

-1.42

o-Xylene

-6.76

Cyclopentane

-7.45

Octyl
Acetate

-2.88

2-Nonanol

Estimated
Air

-1.78

-13.37

In all cases where there was some number of cavities in the hydrocarbon-fully-filled state
when imaging began, there was always an initial transition from fully-filled to partially-filled,
and the transition typically occurred most quickly toward the beginning of the experiment and
slowed down towards the end. In some cases, all fully-filled cavities transitioned to partiallyfilled or completely replaced states, while at other times, the transition rate seemed to drastically
decrease, although never reaching a complete stop, over time. Even though 𝜏𝜏 values were

obtained to describe the replacement rates for the curves that followed a 1st order kinetic curve,
variation was so great that differences between species and the correlation between 𝜏𝜏 and the
factors were unapparent. Fitting a statistical best model to the data suggests viscosity and

diffusive flux may be factors, but diffusive flux is doubtful because the experiments are in
saturated conditions, and viscosity is inconclusive because of such high variability in the data
with relatively small amount of data points. Although it may indeed be true that the species
would be replaced at the same rate or viscosity is an important factor, more experiments would
need to be performed to provide conclusive evidence. While a statistical comparison yielded no
conclusive answers, further analysis into the theory reveal why results might appear to be so
unclear.
Equation 4-1 is unrelated to dynamics, but it is related to thermodynamic stability, and
stability is a factor largely affected by surface interactions, as summarized by the contact angle.
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While I initially assumed a perfectly cylindrical cavity, and therefore thermodynamic instability,
there are structural aberrations that could alter the way cavity replacement occurs, potentially
causing the liquid to reach a thermodynamically stable configuration. Another reason for lack of
transition is a physical means by which the water can penetrate the cavity. A combination of
these factors, which will shortly be explored, can affect the rate and the likelihood of cavity
replacement and explains why the cavities may not always go from a hydrocarbon-fully-filled to
a replaced partially-filled state over time.
A close-up view of the cylindrical structure reveals a sawtooth pattern caused by the
passivation and etch cycles of the Bosch etch, as shown in Figure 4-4. The approximate space
between teeth is about 1 µm, so the serration was originally neglected due to its small size
relative to the cylinder, but this geometric inconsistency may influence the replacement. Beside
the SEM image is a representational image of potential droplet geometry within such a cavity.
While the representation is more dramatic than what is seen in reality, it emphasizes the
possibility of a geometry other than a pure cylinder that creates opportunities for metastable or
stable states. The value of 𝛼𝛼 seen in Figure 4-4 on the right is feasible, although the geometry
may not always be that circular or deep. The value of 𝜙𝜙0 is consistent with some of the

experimental values seen. Although this configuration is not consistent with any of the confocal
microscope images we have seen, it could mean that the confocal images obtained were focused
on cavities existing in an unstable state. It could also simply mean that the true unstable state is
unresolvable by the confocal microscope due to such small scale and in fact may exist in the
state described by the right image in Figure 4-5. The difference between the left and right images
in Figure 4-5 may not be apparent in the confocal microscope, although potentially describe
states of different stability.
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water
𝛼𝛼 = 148°

𝜙𝜙0 = 32°

hydrocarbon

1 µm

Figure 4-4: Geometry of cavity side. (Left) Close-up of cavity side, emphasizing semi-circular
geometry. (Right) Simulated cavity emphasizing the possibility of a stable energy state.

Lastly, a reason why the cavities are replacing slowly or seemingly not at all could be
caused from a lack of effective penetration mechanism. While there is a thermodynamic drive for
the cavity to be replaced, the kinetic means may be quite slow. It is hypothesized that water can
diffuse into the silica layer and move the three-phase line accordingly [24]. While this may still
be occurring in the current experimental conditions, there is also water diffusing into the
hydrocarbon, and hydrocarbon diffusing into the water on a molecular level. If thermodynamic
stability dictates that the water should penetrate, molecules of water within the hydrocarbon can
deposit at the three-phase line, advancing it in the thermodynamically favorable direction. The
speed at which the line is moving is likely to be initially slow due to low solubilities between the
fluids and viscosity resistances greater than those seen in the SLV case. This does potentially
validate why viscosity and diffusion could be an important factor in replacement rate, even in
saturated conditions. Unlike the SLV scenario, the hydrocarbon cannot be compressed within
SLL and the volume must be retained. This provides an interesting geometry as the hydrocarbon
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is transitioning to be partially-replaced and may explain why the hydrocarbon in the confocal
images have slightly varying shapes and appear to be unstable, yet may actually be stable. Much
like the shape of a pendant drop is spherical on top but varies in geometry toward the bottom of
the surface and may look like a hat, Figure 4-5 describes why stability may not be clearly seen in
the confocal images.

Figure 4-5: Potential geometry of hydrocarbon droplets within the cavity as the water penetrates.

Eventually, the contact line moves far enough down the side of the cavity that it reaches
the bottom. Again, while an SLV system may have enough driving force to continue such that
the air droplets detach from the bottom of the cavity surface, it looks as if this is not the case for
the SLL situation. Once the penetration reaches the bottom of the cavity, it appears that an
energy minimum is achieved, and the hydrocarbon droplet remains in the cavity in a partiallyfilled state, much like a sessile drop on a non-flat surface.
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5

CONCLUSION

Summary
This research investigates replacement rates of initially hydrocarbon-filled microscopic
cavities with bulk water. Microscopic cavities are etched into a silicon wafer and cleaned with
piranha solution to hydroxylate the surface before experimentation. Contact angle and pendant
drop measurements are obtained for the 7 various dyed and pure hydrocarbons. Cavity
replacement experiments in the non-saturated situation explore which factors are important in
cavity filling when diffusive flux of hydrocarbon into water is present. Cavity replacement in the
saturated experiments explores which factors are important in cavity filling when diffusive flux
is minimized. For the chemicals studied, diffusive flux is the dominating factor for cavity
replacement in the non-saturated conditions. In the case where diffusive flux is minimized,
replacement rates were obscured because the transition caused by fluid motion in conjunction
with interfacial tension in the first moments of experiment dominated cavity replacement activity
for most experiments. It is hypothesized that geometric inconsistencies may provide stability,
allowing some of the hydrocarbon droplets to remain in a fully-filled state over long time
periods. Even though the droplets may be in an unstable or meta-stable state, it is also possible
that the transition is so slow that they may appear to be in a stable state.
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Future Work
While this work elucidates the phenomenon of replacement of initially-hydrocarbon-filled
microscopic cavities with water, certain elements were more complex than initially
hypothesized, providing more opportunities for research and experimentation to better
understand the science. Additionally, some methods can be revised to provide greater precision
for some of the results obtained.
Volume measured from syringes in these experiments were metered manually and not by
automated or screw-dispense configured equipment, and thus the room for experimental error
increased. Ideally, the volumes used for pendant drop and contact angle would be identical every
time due to automation or specialized tools. Also, a tool which would dispense the water from a
syringe into the sample vial at the same rate and angle every experiment would have reduced
error and inconsistency within the data. All experiments required lighting, which lighting was
sometimes the source of uneven brightness or contrast within the image, making it difficult to
analyze in certain cases. Increasing brightness or using a diffuser for lighting would cause more
even brightness at sufficient clarity to get better image quality, making it easier for the programs
to discern edges and extract important data.
Several extra experiments will be necessary to further reveal the complexity and
mechanism of cavity replacement. One of the important experiments will be to understand how
the influence of flow, in conjunction with surface tension, viscosity, and density, affects how the
cavities undergo initial replacement from the fully-filled to partially-filled states. This
experiment can be performed by making a sealed glass vessel which can introduce flow to an oilsubmerged cavity sample made of glass in a highly controlled way. Viewing the cavities through
the glass bottom will allow for minimal distortion due to changing refractive indexes because the
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camera can be focused on the solid bottom of the cavity. So long as the camera is set up to
capture high speed video at high magnification, it is possible for the motion-induced replacement
mechanism for individual cavities to be viewed, which mechanism is only speculated at this
point.
Performing identical experiments on slightly different geometries would improve
understanding about replacement rates. This research suggests that not all cavities are being
replaced, and this is due to a combination of factors including cavity geometry and penetration
rate. Making the cavities more perfectly cylindrical by decreasing the Bosch process cycle time
or increasing roughness by decreasing cycle will determine how important geometry is for
replacement rate. Changing the angle of the cylinder walls can provide insight into how
geometry affects replacement rates. Changing the aspect ratio for the cavities may reduce flowinduced replacement and give clues as to how geometry affects replacement rates in the first
moments of the experiment as well.
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APPENDIX A.

A.1 MATLAB Code
img1 = imread('2nonanol-04082019104255-0.Bmp');
img = img1;
% imgnew = imread('cyclopentane-03292019065020-150.Bmp');
% imshow(imgnew)
% img = img1 - imgnew;
figure
% imshowpair(img1,img,'montage')
imshow(img)
img = medfilt2(img,[5 5]);
background = imopen(img,strel('disk',15));
imshow(background)
I2 = (img - background)*2;
imshow(I2)
I2(I2<10) = 0;
I2 = imadjust(I2);
imshow(I2)
img2 = imsharpen(I2,'Radius',20,'Amount',3);
img3 = img2;
m = mean2(img2);
img3 = imgaussfilt(img3,2);
img3(img3>(mean2(img2)+255)/5) = (mean2(img2)+255)/5;
Kmedian =medfilt2(img3,[12,12]);
imshow(Kmedian)
BW = imbinarize(Kmedian);
imshow(BW)
[centers, radii]=imfindcircles(BW,[6
15],'ObjectPolarity','bright','Sensitivity',.90);
centers=round(centers);
bwblank = BW*0;
x = centers(:,1);
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y = centers(:,2);
xysize=size(x);
for i = 1:xysize
bwblank(y(i),x(i))=1 ;
end;
radii=round(radii);
radius=round(mean(radii));
radius;
bwblank2=bwmorph(bwblank,'thicken',3);
bwblank2=imdilate(bwblank2,strel('disk',round(radius*1.75),4));
bwblank2=~bwblank2.*BW;
bwblank2=imerode(bwblank2,strel('disk',2,4));
bwblank2=imdilate(bwblank2,strel('disk',4,4));
[centers2,radii2] =
imfindcircles(bwblank2,[6,15],'ObjectPolarity','bright','Sensitivity',.95);
imshow(BW)
viscircles(centers,radii)
centers3 = round(vertcat(centers,centers2));
radii3 = vertcat(radii,radii2);
radius3 = round(mean(radii3));
bwblank3 = BW*0;
x2 = centers3(:,1);
y2 = centers3(:,2);
xysize2=size(x2);
for i = 1:xysize2
bwblank3(y2(i),x2(i))=1 ;
end;
bwblank3=bwmorph(bwblank3,'thicken',3);
bwblank3=imdilate(bwblank3,strel('disk',round(radius),4));
bwblank3=bwmorph(bwblank3,'open',12);
[centers4,radii4] =
imfindcircles(bwblank3,[6,15],'ObjectPolarity','bright','Sensitivity',.95);
imshow(BW)
m = viscircles(centers3,radii3,'LineWidth',.05);
sizecirclefill = size(radii3,1)
bwblank4=imcrop(bwblank3,[500,500,496,490]);
BWcrop=imcrop(img,[500,500,496,490]);
[centers7,radii7] =
imfindcircles(bwblank4,[6,15],'ObjectPolarity','bright','Sensitivity',.95);
imshow(BWcrop)
m = viscircles(centers7,radii7,'color',[.4,0,0],'LineWidth',.01);
sizecirclefill = size(radii7,1)
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A.2 Contact Angle and Pendant Drop Comparisons

B

A
𝑝𝑝 < 0.05

𝑝𝑝 > 0.05

C
𝑝𝑝 < 0.05

D
𝑝𝑝 > 0.05

E
𝑝𝑝 > 0.05

F
𝑝𝑝 < 0.05

Figure A-1: Contact angle comparisons between dyed and non-dyed hydrocarbon on silica in air.
A p-value less than 0.05 means that the null hypothesis that the dyed and non-dyed contact angle
means are the same is rejected. (A) 1-nonanol. (B) 1-octanol. (C) 2-nonanol. (D) cyclopentane.
(E) octyl acetate. (F) o-xylene. (G) toluene.
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A

𝑝𝑝 < 0.05

C
𝑝𝑝 > 0.05

E
𝑝𝑝 < 0.05

B

𝑝𝑝 > 0.05

D
𝑝𝑝 > 0.05

F

𝑝𝑝 < 0.05

G

𝑝𝑝 < 0.05

Figure A-2: Contact angle comparisons between dyed and non-dyed hydrocarbon on silica in
water. A p-value less than 0.05 means that the null hypothesis that the dyed and non-dyed
contact angle means are the same is rejected. (A) 1-nonanol. (B) 1-octanol. (C) 2-nonanol. (D)
cyclopentane. (E) octyl acetate. (F) o-xylene. (G) toluene.
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𝑝𝑝 > 0.05
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𝑝𝑝 > 0.05

𝑝𝑝 > 0.05
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𝑝𝑝 < 0.05

F

𝑝𝑝 < 0.05
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𝑝𝑝 < 0.05

Figure A-3: Interfacial tension comparisons between dyed and non-dyed hydrocarbon in water.
A p-value less than 0.05 means that the null hypothesis that the dyed and non-dyed interfacial
tension means are the same is rejected. (A) 1-nonanol. (B) 1-octanol. (C) 2-nonanol. (D)
cyclopentane. (E) octyl acetate. (F) o-xylene. (G) toluene. *The cyclopentane literature value is
an estimate.
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